Missouri 4-H
Western Heritage & Cowboy Shooting
Warm-up & Workshop
Sunday, April 24
Polk Co. Fairgrounds
Bolivar, MO

- Period Clothing & Character Development Workshop
- Sample – Western Heritage Knowledge Quiz
- Timed Cowboy Shooting Match (for experienced members)
- Cowboy Shooting Workshop (for newer, inexperienced members)

8:30 – 9:15 a.m.  Check-in
9:30:    Opening assembly
         Orientation - the Day’s agenda
???   Event concludes (when it’s over)

Registration deadline is April 15.

$10 registration fee - Fee includes the noon meal. Ammo provided for .22, .38, .45 & shotgun (12, 20, .410)
$10 - Meal cost for parents, siblings, other guests. (When youth participant registers, there will be option to indicate guests – and pay for everyone...at time of youth registration. No adult or guest registration required.

Period Clothing: Each youth participant is expected to be in Period Dress.
A panel of 4-H Western Heritage graduates, with lots of experience will lead a “workshop” on period clothing and the interview/judging process. They will demonstrate proper attire; provide tips on clothing, character development and the interview judging process. We will look for a few volunteers to take the interview and receive a critique. How many we can work in depends on numbers and time. No awards – No judging for this event.

Western Knowledge quiz: The knowledge quiz is a part of normal 4-H Western Heritage competition. Every participant will complete a “sample” quiz. The quiz will be True/False, multiple choice, and firearm identification.
The plan is to present the PowerPoint lessons on Revolvers & Rifles – as time permits. We will have multiple examples of period firearms (or replicas) on hand. No awards – No judging.

Cowboy Action Shooting: Competition. Participant must have cowboy shooting experience. Must have shot previous competition or practiced under 4-H supervision before this event. Must know & understand state rules and procedures. At least 2 stages – maybe 3. Awards presented to each division.
- Junior - Rimfire rifles only – rifles acceptable to standards of 4-H Western Heritage policies.
- Intermediate – 2 revolvers and a rifle. Rimfire only. And shotgun. Period appropriate per rules.
- Senior – 2 revolvers, rifle & shotgun.

Cowboy Action Shooting: Instructional. For new members that have not yet had proper instruction and practice. Certified instructors will lead a hands-on workshop. Introduce cowboy shooting and will actually shoot- but without a timer, without competition.

Register via 4-H Online